Abstract. HHT (Hilbert-Huang Transform) which consist of EMD (Empirical Mode Decomposition) and HT (Hilbert Transform) now is the most widely used time-frequency analysis technique for rolling element bearing fault diagnosis, however, its fault characteristic information extraction accuracy is usually limited due to the problem of mode mixing in EMD. ESMD (Extreme-point symmetric mode decomposition) is a novel development of HHT which is promising to alleviate this limitation and it has been applied to some fields successfully, but its application for rolling bearing fault diagnosis has rarely been seen in the literature. In this paper, ESMD is applied to extract the bearing fault characteristics for rolling bearing fault detection, and the results proved that ESMD can have a better fault diagnose effect than EMD and HT. What's more, for further improving bearing fault characteristic extraction accuracy of rolling bearing vibration signals, the sifting scheme is proposed for selecting the sensitive fault-related IMFs (intrinsic mode functions) generated by ESMD, in which a weighted kurtosis index is introduced for automatic selection and reconstruction of the fault-related IMFs, and then the original and reconstructed bearing fault vibration signal after performing Hilbert transform as the results to diagnose the incipient rolling bearing fault. ESMD combined with the proposed sifting scheme are applied to diagnose the simulated and experimental signals, and the results confirmed that the sifting scheme based ESMD is superior to the other conventional method in rolling bearings fault diagnosis.
Introduction
Rolling element bearing is one of the most fundamental and vital rotating components in mechanical industry, and their failure is one of the main reasons of machinery malfunction [1, 2] . Vibration signals are the carriers of bearing health states and bearing fault characteristics can be extracted from the experimental vibration signals by using the state-of-the-art signal processing methods [3, 4] . However, traditional signal processing technique is difficult to extract bearing fault characteristic accurately because bearing fault vibration signals are non-linear and nonstationary in nature and moreover they are usually corrupted by the heavy noise.
For adaptive nonlinear and non-stationary signal analysis methods, Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) [5] is one of the most widely used time-frequency analysis technique in rotating machine fault diagnosis field [6, 7] . However, there are still some limitations for EMD, e.g., lack of a rigorous mathematical theory [6, 8] , undershoot or overshoot envelope caused by cubic spline [9] and inaccurate fault characteristic reveals caused by mode mixing [10] . In order to improve these problems, many researchers have been proposed some related methods. Zheng et al. [10, 19] indicated that define a reasonable baseline is crucial to obtain a better signal decomposition performance. They defined different baselines for subtracting from bearing fault vibration signal separately, and then based on the defined baselines proposed GEMD (generalized empirical mode decomposition). Besides, Wu and Huang [11] proposed EEMD (ensemble empirical mode decomposition) for improving the problem of mode mixing. However, Wang and their co-workers [12] [13] [14] indicated that the noise-assisted processing method (EEMD) may destroy the vibration signal, which means losing some intrinsic physical meaning of the raw bearing vibration signals, and finally lead to an inaccurate result. Recently, they proposed ESMD (Extreme-point symmetric mode decomposition), which is a novel improvement method of HHT for the nonlinear and non-stationary signal processing [12, 13] .
ESMD is mainly comprised of the signal decomposition based on extreme-point symmetric scheme and the DI (direct interpolating) which is for calculation of IF (instantaneous frequency) and IA (instantaneous amplitude). Moreover, Due to the advantages in abnormity diagnosis, de-trending and time-frequency analysis, ESMD has been effectively applied in many various fields, e.g., air-sea flux investigation [14] , control chart pattern recognition [15] , small-scale temperature variation of air-water interface [16] , frequency specificity for medical temporal lobe epilepsy [17] and ECG (Electrocardiograph) signal denoising [18] . EMD adopts envelop-symmetry to decompose the vibration signal of rolling bearing, while ESMD employs extreme-point symmetry instead. In addition, ESMD decomposes the vibration signal into a series of IMFs (intrinsic mode functions) together with a final residue-AGM (optimal adaptive global mean) curve. AGM as a decomposition baseline has two advantages could get the better decomposition performance: (1) AGM can reflect the evolutionary trend of the whole vibration signal; (2) the optimal number of decompositions can optimize by AGM [12] . In short, ESMD has such a suitable adaptive decomposition baseline and the components decomposed by the baseline of ESMD can preserve its intrinsic physical meaning of the raw vibration signal to a certain extent [12, 13] . For this reason, fault characteristic components and other disturbance components of rolling bearing vibration signals can be separately decomposed. The presence of interference components is due to unstable working status, i.e., uneven lubrication, machine resonance and varying load. Thus, if disturbance components can be accurately identified, fault characteristic extraction accuracy of bearing vibration signal can be improved correspondingly. Based on above advantages of ESMD in rotating mechanical fault diagnosis field, Zhu et al. [20] proposed an adaptive extraction method by utilizing the AGM of ESMD to get the trend term of machinery fault vibration signal and drew a conclusion that the extraction results are better than the corresponding trend terms of EMD. In addition, comparing with HHT, ESMD not only has the remedied decomposition algorithm, but also the direct interpolating (DI) method can gain more precise both instantaneous frequency and instantaneous amplitude than Hilbert Transform (HT) [12] [13] [14] . As far as we concerned, ESMD seem to be a good signal processing method for improving rolling bearing fault characteristic extraction accuracy.
Based on above analysis, ESMD may have better performance than EMD and EEMD in fault characteristic extraction of machinery vibration signal. Moreover, ESMD have rarely been found to be applied in bearing fault diagnosis field to our knowledge, so in this paper ESMD is firstly applied to diagnose incipient rolling bearing fault. In the end, the sifting scheme which employs the weighted kurtosis as an index based on distinguishing fault-related IMFs is also proposed for further improving fault characteristic extraction accuracy by removing irrelevant IMFs that exhibited in the decomposition results of ESMD.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Basic theories of ESMD and the sifting scheme are respectively detailed in Section 2. In Section 3, the comparative study of ESMD, EMD and EEMD are carried out using the simulation signature and the sifting scheme are also used to evaluate their decomposition performances. Then, ESMD combining with the proposed sifting scheme are applied to perform the simulated and experimental fault vibration signal of rolling bearing in Section 3 and Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.
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Algorithm of ESMD and shifting scheme-based ESMD
The decomposition algorithm of ESMD is introduced first, and then the sifting scheme is presented for selecting the sensitive fault-related IMFs generated by ESMD.
Decomposition algorithm of ESMD
Based on the physical meaning of rolling bearing vibration signal, ESMD decompose a vibration signal into a series of IMFs together with an AGM curve. Utilizing the advantages of AGM by optimizing the residual mode and determining the optimal number of decomposition can get a better decomposition result.
Raw vibration signal of rolling bearing y can be composed using ESMD [12, 13] as:
where is the number of IMFs, is the residue curve with several extreme points. Considering that raw bearing vibration signal = { |1 ≤ ≤ } and its final residue signal = { |1 ≤ ≤ } are discrete-time signals, where is the number of time points. The variances of the two signals are correspondingly given as follows:
Thus, decomposition algorithm of ESMD for rolling bearing fault diagnosis is descried in detailed in Table 1 [12, 13] . Table 1 . The decomposition algorithm of ESMD 1) Find all the local extreme points of , connect all the adjacent with line segments, and then mark their midpoints by = { |1 ≤ ≤ − 1}, add the left and right boundary midpoints and 2) Construct the point p interpolating curves with all these midpoints = { |1 ≤ ≤ } and calculate their mean value as * = ( + ⋯ + )/ 3) Repeat the above two steps on − * until the sifting times attain a preset maximum number or | − * | ≤ ( = 0.001 ). Then the first mode IMF1 is obtained 4) Repeat the above three steps on the residual. Change the maximum number on a finite integer interval and then all the other IMFs are obtained until the final residual with no more than the predefined number of extreme points 5) Change the maximum number K on a finite integer interval [ , ] and repeat the above four steps. Then calculate and plot the ratio ( = ⁄ ) of variance and 6) Find the number of the optimal sifting times which accords with the minimum value of on [ , ] . Then use this to repeat the previous five steps and output the IMFs and the final residual r. Here, the final residual can be seen as an optimal AGM curve (decomposition baseline)
Shifting scheme-based ESMD for rolling bearing fault diagnosis
Some IMFs generated by ESMD, EMD and EEMD are closely related to bearing fault characteristic information, while the other IMFs may only contain some useless or irrelevant information. Moreover, there is a significant different accuracy of fault characteristic extraction can be obtained due to the different selected fault-related IMFs. Thus, it is necessary to propose a screening criterion for selecting the sensitive fault-related IMFs and then the sifting scheme is presented as follow.
Vibration signals collected by normal and fault rolling bearings are denoted as ( ) and ( ) , respectively. And after performing ESMD on ( ) a series of IMFs can be obtained. Thus, the sifting scheme can be described below.
(1) Calculate and determine the kurtosis of each ( =1, 2, …, ) of ( ) generated by ESMD.
(2) Calculate the correlation coefficients between each and ( ) . . The impact signal waveform is generated due to bearing surfaces contact with another surface and the severity of the impact waveform represents degradation of surface quality. Initially, determine the fault-related degree of each IMF using kurtosis which is a preferable index to characterize severity of impact waveform in step (1) . Calculating the correlation coefficients between each IMF of fault bearing vibration signal and original vibration signal (involved fault bearing vibration signal and normal vibration signal) are necessary to determinate whether the frequency components of each IMF are meaningful for bearing fault detection. So, the calculated correlation coefficient between each IMF of fault vibration signal and its fault vibration signal will be large when the IMFs have fault-related information, and vice versa; the large correlation coefficient between each IMF of fault vibration signal and normal vibration signal represent that the IMFs have little fault-related information, and vice versa. Furthermore, the same fault-unrelated IMFs of fault vibration signal and normal vibration signal can be obtained according to coefficient calculation and above comparison work by step (2), step (3) and step (4). Thus, fault-related IMFs can be obtained by removing irrelevant IMFs. Based on the above analysis, the proposed weighted kurtosis index includes two aspects (fault-related and fault-unrelated) information for selecting the sensitive fault-related IMFs.
Hilbert transform based on ESMD and the sifting scheme for sensitive IMF selection includes the following steps. Bearing fault vibration signal is acquired in the first step, and it is decomposed into a set of IMFs using ESMD. In the second step, the ranked weighted kurtosis based on the principle above is obtained. In the third step, the sensitive fault-related IMFs are selected according to the ranked weighted kurtosis index, and the signal is reconstructed based on the selected sensitive fault-related IMFs. In the end, Hilbert transform of the constructed fault bearing vibration signal is performed, and the incipient bearing faults can be diagnosed based on the result of Hilbert transform.
Simulated verification
A decomposition experiment was carried out at first to evaluate the performance of ESMD and EMD with a simulated rolling bearing fault vibration signal in this section. The simulated signal is comprised of four components, an impact component, a sinusoidal wave (which indicates a certain rotation frequency component of rotating machinery), a weighted-periodic function component (the function with a fixed frequency and varying amplitude) [13, 14] and a trend item ( Fig. 1(a)-(d) ), also their simulated composite signal is shown in Fig. 1(e) . Then, the simulation signal ( Fig. 1(e) ) is decomposed by ESMD, and the decomposition result is given in Fig. 2 . It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the components , , and correspond to the impact component, the certain rotation frequency component, the weighted-periodic function component and the trend item, respectively. The decomposed components (Fig. 2) and the real simulated components (Fig. 1) indicated that the four components can be extracted accurately by ESMD, yet fault-irrelevant component still exist (Fig. 2) . EMD was also applied to decompose the simulation signal (Fig. 1) , and the decomposition result is given in Fig. 3 . It is obvious that mode mixing exhibit between different IMFs and there are serious distortions for each IMF, which indicated that EMD fails to provide reasonable decomposition for the simulated fault signal. However, ESMD can produce more accurate decomposition result due to the baseline of AGM. (Fig. 1(e) ) using EMD To evaluate the performance of the direct interpolating (DI) method, considering the simulation signal [19] as follow:
The simulation signal ( ) and its two components ( ), ( ) are given by Eq. (5) and shown in Fig. 4 . Then, the simulation signal ( ) (Fig. 4) is decomposed by using ESMD and EMD respectively, and Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) are the decomposition results. The total sifting times of the two methods were set to the same. From Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) , the components of EMD (Fig. 5(a) ) exhibit mixed modes slightly and locally, while the components decomposed by ESMD (Fig. 5(b) ) coincide well with the true simulated components. The th components of EMD and ESMD (Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) ) were noted as ( ) and ( ), respectively. HT was used to compute the IFs and IAs of ( ), and for comparison purpose, DI was used to compute the IFs and IAs of ( ). The computed results are displayed in Fig. 6 and the absolute errors are correspondingly displayed in Fig. 7 . The IFs and IAs of ( ) computed by HT (Fig. 6) were greatly influenced by mode mixing and boundary effect, they all fluctuated heavily, and their absolute errors were very large. While the IFs and IAs of ( ) 
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DIAGNOSIS. PING XIA, HUA XU, MOHAN LEI, ZAICHAO MA computed by DI had higher accuracy comparing with the IFs and IAs of ( ) calculated by HT. Additionally, after observing the errors of ( ) and I i (t) (Fig. 7) which were all obtained by computing the absolute differences between the calculated values and the corresponding real values (Fig. 4) , it is obvious that the absolute errors of ( ) are far smaller than those of ( ). Considering the same given simulated signal, DI is superior to HT in obtaining the accurate IFs and IAs. 6 . The IFs and IAs of ( ) and ( ): a) the IFs of ( ) and ( ), b) the IFs of ( ) and ( ), c) the IAs of ( ) and ( ), d) the IAs of ( ) and ( ). The green line represents the results of ( ) by HT, the blue line represents the results of ( ) by DI Although the decomposition results generated by ESMD are accurate ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 5(b) ), fault-irrelevant IMFs also could be produced. And to alleviate this issue, the sifting scheme was adopted to select sensitive fault-related IMFs. Thus, another simulation of ESMD with the sifting scheme was carried out. A normal bearing vibration signal is simulated first (Fig. 8(e) ), the simulation signal consists of a sinusoidal component, a weighted-periodic function component, a trend item and noise component, the four components are shown in Fig. 8(a)-(d) , respectively. Then the simulated impact component of an outer-ring fault ( Fig. 9(a) ) is incorporated into the 
DIAGNOSIS. PING XIA, HUA XU, MOHAN LEI, ZAICHAO MA simulated normal bearing vibration signal [21] to simulate an outer-ring fault bearing vibration signal, where the fault characteristic frequency is 53 Hz and the sampling frequency is 12.8 kHz.
Finally, the simulated bearing vibration signal with an outer-ring fault is shown in Fig. 9(e) . ESMD was adopted to decompose the simulated normal and fault vibration signals of rolling bearing first, the obtained IMFs and residues are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , respectively. Using the proposed sifting scheme-based method, the fault-related weighted kurtosis indexes of each IMF of bearing vibration signal are calculated, and the weighted kurtosis indexes are ranked from large to small in Table 2 . It can be seen in Table 1 are selected to reconstruct the fault signal, and the Hilbert transform envelope based on the raw simulated bearing fault signal and the reconstructed bearing fault signal are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , respectively. In addition, the fault characteristic of rolling bearing vibration signal is masked by the heavy noise and consequently not evident enough (Fig. 12) , while it is obvious that fault characteristic frequency 53 Hz and its harmonics of rolling bearing are very evident (Fig. 13) , so incipient bearing fault can be easily detected. Fig. 11 . IMFs of the simulated bearing fault vibration signal (Fig. 9(f) ) using ESMD IMFi  IMF1  IMF2  IMF7  IMF8  IMF3  IMF4  IMF5  IMF6 
Experimental demonstration
Vibration signal of drive end rolling bearing with the local rolling element fault and normal bearing vibration signal are used for further evaluation of the proposed method. Time domain waveform of the experimental fault and normal vibration signals are shown in Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b) , respectively. Experimental signals of the tested rolling bearing are obtained from the Case Western University Bearing Data Center Website [22] and the geometry information of the tested rolling bearing are shown in Table 3 . The selected fault vibration signal and its defect size, rotating speed and calculated fault characteristic frequency [23, 24] are presented in Table 4 . The sampling frequency is 12 kHz and the sampling time is 0.4 s. The raw vibration signal with rolling element fault and its Hilbert envelope spectrum are shown in Fig. 15 . ESMD combined with the sifting scheme was used to process the vibration signal with slight rolling element fault ( Fig. 14(a) ) and normal vibration signal of rolling bearing (Fig. 14(b) ), respectively. Although the impact fault waveform exists in the time-domain waveform, the fault characteristic frequency can still hardly be found from the Hilbert envelope spectrum (Fig. 15(b) ) due to the background noise. Hence the proposed sifting scheme is also adopted to select the most sensitive IMFs for improving fault diagnosis effect. , , and are the defect size, the defect depth, the defect diameter and the shaft speed, respectively. is the fundamental cage frequency, , and are the characteristic frequency of the rolling element fault, the inner-ring fault and the outer-ring fault, respectively.
The proposed method was applied to analyze the signals (Fig. 14) . Each signal was decomposed by applying ESMD, and then the decomposed IMFs and the residues of the defective and healthy bearing signal were obtained in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 , respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 16 that the repetitive impulses exhibited in the first four IMFs of the defective bearing signal. According to the proposed sifting scheme-based ESMD method, the fault-related weighted kurtosis indexes of each IMF of the fault signal were calculated and the weighted kurtosis indexes were ranked from large to small in Table 5 . It can be seen in Table 5 that IMF1 has the largest weighted kurtosis index, and the weighted kurtosis indexes were ranked as IMF1, IMF3, IMF4, IMF2. This calculation result was consistent with the appearance of repetitive impulses exhibited in the first four IMFs of the defective bearing signal (Fig. 16) . Hence, IMF1, IMF3, IMF4 and IMF2 were selected to reconstruct the fault bearing signal (Fig. 18(a) ), and the other seven common IMFs contained in the healthy bearing signal and the fault bearing signal were removed. In the improved ESMD method, the new indicator considers not only the similarity between each IMF and original bearing signal but also the kurtosis of each IMF reflecting the fault-related information imbedded in each IMF. Therefore, the designed indicator can effectively select the useful IMFs to reconstruct the original signal for extracting fault characteristics. From the reconstructed signal (Fig. 18(a) ), it is can be seen that the weak fault impulses were displayed clearly. In the end, time-domain waveform and Hilbert envelope spectrum of the reconstructed fault signal based on sifting scheme-based ESMD is presented in Fig. 18 , in which the fundamental cage frequency , the rolling elements fault frequency and its harmonics is presented clearly. Besides, there is an amplitude growth of the fault character frequency and its harmonics (Fig. 18) comparing to the amplitude growth of the fault character frequency and its harmonics (Fig. 15 ) of the raw fault vibration signal with rolling element fault using Hilbert transform. Thus, the proposed improved ESMD method for rolling bearing fault diagnosis can be verified to be effective. IMFi IMF1 IMF4  IMF3  IMF2  IMF5  IMF6  IMF7  IMF9  IMF8 
Conclusions
Mode mixing is an important reason why the conventional HHT cannot have very good performance in rolling bearing fault diagnosis. Comparisons between the novel development method of HHT-ESMD and the conventional HHT are conducted with the simulated fault vibration signals of rolling bearing, and the results indicated that ESMD can help achieving better performance than the conventional HHT for rolling bearing fault diagnosis. Another major issue in bearing fault diagnosis is that the significant influences of unrelated IMFs. Shifting scheme-based method can choose the sensitive fault-related IMFs based on the ranked weighted kurtosis indexes, and thereby alleviated the interference of the background noise so better fault diagnosis effect can be achieved. Finally, the simulated and experimental validations proved that the proposed shifting scheme-based ESMD method is very promising to improve fault characteristic attraction accuracy of rolling bearing. In the future studies of rolling bearing fault diagnosis, we will use acoustic emission signal of bearing fault to test these methods and improve their robustness.
